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Important!  Before placing cover on heater; you 
must do the following: 

• Make sure heater is “off” 

•  Pilot (if applicable) is “off” and gas valve and/or electrical breaker are in the 

“off” position. 

• Place cover over heater.  Use the Velcro seam for vertical plumbing and use 

the elastic seam for horizontal plumbing. 

 

Installation: 
 

1. Once cover is on the heater, close Velcro seams and adjust cover length.   

This is done by using our Interior Drawstrings.  Pull on cords, cinch and tuck 

the ends neatly to the inside.  Adjust height of cover to allow 2” of clearance 

between cover and ground.  Continue to each Interior Drawstring until height 

is even around entire heater.  The 2” clearance will allow air to flow around 

your heater. 

2. Next, pull Exterior Drawstrings and push excess fabric to the back of the 

heater (opposite of plumbing).  This will give you a neat appearance on all 

heater types.  The fit of the cover should be neat but loose enough to allow 

airflow. 

3. You may need to make allowances for other gas or electric lines if necessary.  

Most of these lines should come along side the heater and cover will most 

likely accommodate them.  In some instances, however, you may need to cut 

a small slit in the cover.  Do not make slit until you have completed Steps #2 

and #3.  Flatten cover on heater, use a straight edge and marker for 

placement, and then cut through fabric with scissors.  Use the included Velcro 

strips.  Stick the Velcro strips on each side of the slit you just made.  Simply 

put the 2 pieces of Velcro together to secure the newly made slit around the 

pipe.  The cover should now lie neatly around the pipe. 


